
 

Industrial Speed Wiring 
Location: West Hills College Lemoore 
 
Jim Rooney 
jamesrooney@whccd.edu 

West Hills College Lemoore 
(559) 909-7360 
 
CHECK IN: 9:00 am CONTEST BEGINS: 9:30 am 
 
CLASS: 

Agriculture Mechanics, Electrician Training, Industrial Technologies 

ELIGIBILITY: 
Participation in this contest is limited to 15 teams of up to 2 individuals per team.  Teams will be accepted as 
applications are received. 

This contest does not require prior experience or knowledge of the subject.  We will begin with a short 
introduction on safety, tool use, schematic reading, and part identification. 

SCOPE OF CONTEST: 
You are a technician in a Nabisco manufacturing facility.  During a routine maintenance procedure, a 
technician notes that on the Oreo line, a base of an electrical contactor has loose blackened connections 
and several conductors adjacent to the contactor are discolored.  The technician removes and reinstalls the 
damaged components but is called off to repair the Chocolate Chip line before the conductors are installed.  
It is your job to get the Oreo line back up before the start of the next shift.  The next shift manager is worried 
the repairs will not be completed on time and the highest monthly shift production record is on the line.  It is 
up to you to complete the repair as fast as you can and help the shift make the new monthly production 
record. 
 
1. We will begin with an overview of the project, a short lesson on the tools you will use, part identification, 

and schematic reading. 
2. You will practice using the wire stripper/cutter and the control terminal screws and terminal blocks. 
3. You will begin the repair which will be timed.  The repair will include the following: 

a. Follow the repair instruction and measure and cut specified wire 
b. Strip the ends of each of the wires you have cut to the specified length 
c. Use the schematics to install the wire into the proper locations of the Oreo processor. 
d. Clean up and store all tools and materials 

4. The final step is to test your repair. 

EQUIPMENT AND MATERIALS: 
To be supplied in the lab: 

1. Repair instructions 
2. Schematics 
3. Broken Portable Trainer 
4. Wire strippers/cutters 
5. Tape measure 
6. Ruler 
7. Control screwdriver 
8. Phillips screwdriver 
9. Various sizes of wire 
10. Spare parts 

TIE BREAKER: 
Ties will be broken by the checking the accuracy of wire cuts and exposed copper on the stripped ends. 

TESTING THE PRODUCT: 
Upon completion of the competition, we will test the product from the Oreo line (or a real production line). 

Snack away! 
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